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The Social-Institutional Bases of Gender Stratification: Japan as an Illustrative Case

Mary C. Brinton
University of Chicago

Gender stratification theory can be informed by a cross-cultural perspective and greater attention to the embeddedness of stratification processes within the social context. This article focuses on how the development and evaluation of human capital varies across cultural settings and on the implications this has for the degree of gender stratification in the economy. An argument is made for the theoretical utility of the concept of a human capital development system, constituted by the way social institutions—and social actors in those institutions—share the responsibilities of human capital development across the individual's life cycle. Japan is seen as having a system of human capital development that encourages the maintenance of greater gender stratification than the American system.

The institutional complexity of gender stratification has led to its examination with a number of different paradigms. Status-attainment theory, human capital theory, and sex-role socialization perspectives deal primarily with the formation and characteristics of labor supply; dual labor-market theory, theories of employer and employee discrimination, and some Marxist-feminist approaches deal primarily with the labor demand side. These perspectives represent entire sociological or economic literatures unto themselves, with varying emphases on the social actors they
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consider to be ultimately important and the motivations they assume on the part of those actors.  

It has become increasingly clear that the most striking thing about the phenomenon of gender stratification is its systemic quality—it is supported by the major social and economic institutions of society, notably, the family, the educational system, and the work organization. The bases of occupational segregation by gender can be traced throughout the life cycle, commencing with the different socialization of sons and daughters (Maccoby and Jacklin 1974; Marini 1978; Stockard and Johnson 1980; Marini and Brinton 1984); continuing in the labor market through statistical discrimination, signaling and screening, and employer and employee perceptions and demands (Becker [1957] 1971; Phelps 1972; Arrow 1973; Spence 1973); and coming full circle to the adult, familial role demands that are hypothesized to lead to different patterns of labor-force participation for men and women (Mincer 1962; Hill 1978; Polacheck 1979, 1981; Becker 1981). The interlocking system of social-institutional supports for gender stratification is powerful. Yet neither the macro-level interactions among social institutions nor the micro-level structure of human relationships have been adequately addressed by existing theories of gender stratification.  

This article is based on two premises: (1) greater theoretical cross-fertilization between sociology and economics will be helpful in overcoming theoretical inertia in the area of gender stratification, and (2) the incorporation of a cross-cultural perspective is crucial for the development of gender-stratification theory.  

The first premise stems from the fact that current work in gender stratification shies away from viewing behavior as embedded in social structure.  

Existing theories are incomplete in that they fail to locate social actors within the social-institutional structure and within a web of social relationships, tending instead to see individuals as autonomous

---

2 These theories have been extensively reviewed elsewhere (Brinton 1983; England 1983). England concludes that sex-role socialization, statistical discrimination, Marxism, institutional economics, and patriarchy disagree on “global issues” but are logically compatible in their explanations of segregation. She urges, “Research should be directed at discovering which of the processes reinforce each other and which are the most serious impediments to occupational desegregation” (1983, p. 42).

3 Work that is consistent with this assertion includes that by Curtis (1986) and Ben-Porath (1980). Curtis attributes bias in stratification theory to a preoccupation with large-scale production organizations and with exclusively economic relationships, arguing that greater attention should be paid to exchange processes within units such as the family. In economics, Ben-Porath (1980) provides a transaction-costs account of intrafamilial relations.

4 The problem of embeddedness of economic behavior in social life is discussed by Granovetter (1985).
decision makers with a substantial degree of implicit control over their own fates in the labor market. The particular focus in this paper will be on the institutional elaboration of human capital theory, which is at once the most carefully specified theory in terms of its micro-level mechanisms and the most devoid of sociological content in terms of tying those mechanisms to the social context and theoretically incorporating the social context. I consider the role of the family, the educational system, and the work organization in producing gender stratification through their shaping of men's and women's human capital. Although I acknowledge that labor unions, state employment policy, and other macro-level actors and institutions may also be important in producing gender stratification in the economy, I focus in this work on the institutions through which all individuals move in the course of their life cycles— institutions that play critical roles in child and adult socialization and in the development and evaluation of human capital.

The second premise, the importance of cross-cultural research, is based on the observation that both the sociological and economic literatures are oriented toward the explanation of occupational or wage differences between men and women in American society and thus take for granted what may be rather specific features of American social institutions. Roos (1985) has argued for the potential contribution of comparative studies of occupational gender segregation. Collins (1986) singles out gender inequality as one of the most promising current theoretical "problems" in sociology, but one that begs for comparative historical analysis. Similarly, I argue here that a research tradition that concentrates almost exclusively on the explanation of differences in economic outcomes between individual men and women in one culture makes it difficult to develop a theory of gender stratification that confronts issues of micro-level interaction within the macro-level institutional setting.5

The paper is organized as follows. In the first section, I outline the requirements that must be fulfilled by a theory of gender stratification—requirements to anchor or embed gender-stratification processes in the social context. I then develop the concept of a human capital development system in order to incorporate these requirements and argue that such systems differ across industrial societies depending on the way that the responsibility for human capital development is shared across the life cycle among social institutions and on the way that human relationships are structured within institutions. The article uses material from Japan, a

5 See Coleman (1986) for a discussion of the bifurcation of American sociology into empirical work that takes the individual as the unit of analysis and theoretical work that focuses on macro-level structures.
society with an arguably different social structure, pattern of social relationships, and degree of gender stratification from those of the United States, to illustrate how human capital development systems are linked to patterns of gender stratification. This comparison demonstrates the usefulness of following the two premises stated above: that economic and sociological concepts can be fruitfully combined into one model of gender stratification and that cross-cultural data can be used to inform such a model.

A note on the use of the term "gender stratification" is important here. Since a large portion of the male-female wage gap can be explained by occupational sex segregation (England 1981; Treiman and Hartmann 1981), empirical studies of gender stratification in the economy have increasingly focused on occupational segregation (Beller 1984; Rosenfeld 1984; Roos 1985) and on job segregation within occupations (Bielby and Baron 1986). Because of this strong, demonstrated relation between jobs and wages, I take occupational segregation, or, more broadly, differing positions in the labor market, as the dependent variable for gender-stratification studies. This is not to deny, however, the importance of the sexual division of labor in other spheres with which this article does not deal, such as the household or the political realm.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A THEORY OF GENDER STRATIFICATION

The main requirements for a theory of gender stratification are:

1. Identification of the most important decision makers involved in processes of occupational selection and assignment. This specification is the most important and is the axis around which the following three specifications revolve.

2. Identification of the incentives for decision makers—What outcomes are being maximized, and why? What role do values, prejudices, and expected returns (economic, prestige, or other) play in structuring outcomes?

3. Informational inputs to decision making—To what information sources does each set of actors have access? With what degree of certainty can they trust this information? Specifically, How does the past relative success of men and women in the labor market determine the present opportunity structures of men and women as groups and how does it influence their human capital development? How does information on the relative human capital of men and women as groups influence decision makers (employers) on the demand side? This set of questions accentuates the need for a processual theory, or one that will predict how individuals with given ascriptive characteristics come to be matched with certain occupational slots. A major flaw in many stratification studies has been
the exclusive emphasis on either the supply or the demand aspects of the problem rather than the interaction and systematic working out of the two together (Granovetter 1981). But only through theoretical exploration of this interaction can we arrive at a causal theory of gender stratification and, by extension, a theory that predicts persistence or change in gender-stratification patterns over time.

4. Resources to which decision makers have access. These resources include the material resources of decision makers and access to institutional resources and prevailing ideology that will support their decisions.

In the next section, I propose a way of dealing with these issues by combining a social-institutional approach to gender stratification with concepts from human capital theory.

HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT: A SOCIAL-INSTITUTIONAL VIEW ACROSS THE LIFE CYCLE

As stated by Blaug, "The concept of human capital, or 'hard core' of the human capital research program, is the idea that people spend on themselves in diverse ways, not for the sake of present enjoyments, but for the sake of future pecuniary and nonpecuniary returns" (1976, p. 829). He continues, "All these phenomena—health, education, job search, information retrieval, migration, and in-service training—may be viewed as investment rather than consumption, whether undertaken by individuals on their own behalf or undertaken by society on behalf of its members. What knits these phenomena together is not the question of who undertakes what, but rather the fact that the decision-maker, whoever he is, looks forward to the future for the justification of his present actions" (1976, p. 829; italics mine).

I argue that it is precisely the "question of who undertakes what" that is important in the application of a human capital framework to issues of inequality, in this case, gender inequality, and that this focus can be brought into a human capital framework through the explicit theoretical consideration of social institutions. When human capital theory deals with the issue of the distribution of human capital investment decisions and costs among social actors, the main distinction made is between actors on the labor supply side (the individual or the household as a whole) and the labor demand side (employers). This is well and good. Yet this division of labor or decision-making power is an institutional one, constituted by the way the family, the educational system, and the firm share the responsibilities and costs of training workers. This division of labor undoubtedly varies cross-culturally, and the division may affect the differential development of male and female human capital and hence the
degree of gender stratification in economic roles. This pleads for deeper investigation.

Human capital theory also gives inadequate attention to the distribution of human capital development responsibilities among social actors on the labor supply side alone. The literature on the development of general human capital, including the works of Becker ([1964] 1975, 1981), Mincer (1974), Mincer and Polacheck (1974), and Polacheck (1976) centers on individuals acting in their own behalves or on households acting in behalf of the aggregated utilities of household members. But the degree to which the individual has control over the development of his or her human capital vis-à-vis parental control depends critically on the life-cycle timing of human capital investment decisions—early investments imply greater parental control, whereas later ones give a greater degree of control to the individual. This timing is dependent on the institutional context and its cross-cultural variability.

In discussions of human capital development in industrial societies, then, human capital theory tends to view the individual as an autonomous decision maker vis-à-vis human capital decisions, either fully responsible for such decisions or sharing responsibility with his employer. This vision of human capital development reflects a certain degree of cultural myopia, resulting from the development of theory in the social structural context of the United States with little reference to whether the tenets of the theory hold in other cultural contexts. That is, by holding social structure constant, we are holding constant the specific constraints and opportunity structures that are implicit in the array of social institutions of a particular society, in this case, the United States.

I propose the concept of a human capital development system comprising two dimensions: (1) the social-institutional context of human capital development and evaluation, reflected by the structure of the educational system and the labor market and (2) the structure of exchanges and investments, especially intergenerational ones, within the family as the supplier of labor. For convenience, one can think of the two dimensions as corresponding roughly to the labor demand and supply sides, with processes of selection (labor demand) and processes of socialization and training (labor supply) shaped by the social institutions on each side. Table 1 sketches the two dimensions and illustrates the discussion that follows.

First, I argue that the structures of the educational system and the labor market are critical in gender-stratification processes by virtue of their role in determining whether the timing of human capital investment decisions is diffused or condensed across the individual’s life cycle. In a society characterized by diffused timing, the individual is confronted with
American Journal of Sociology

TABLE 1
DIMENSIONS OF THE HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS OF JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Structure of Educational Institutions and Labor Markets</th>
<th>Life-Cycle Timing of Human Capital Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>School-level tracking in educational system, strong age barriers</td>
<td>Condensed (rigid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal labor markets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Nontracking or within-school tracking in educational system, weak age barriers</td>
<td>Diffused (flexible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External labor market</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Structure of Intrafamilial Exchanges</th>
<th>Importance of Sex Preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Strong intergenerational implicit contracts</td>
<td>Strong implications of preference for investment in sons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Weak intergenerational implicit contracts</td>
<td>Weak implications of preference for investment in sons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

multiple decision points vis-à-vis his human capital development, distributed throughout early and middle adulthood. Age barriers to reentry to educational institutions or to work organizations are minimal, and interorganizational job-mobility rates are high, which reflects the vitality of an external labor market (in addition to whatever firm-internal labor markets may exist). In such a cultural setting, individuals may differ greatly in their life-cycle patterns of human capital development—some individuals may leave school and general educational training, enter the workplace, later return to school, then reenter the workplace. Others may finish school and begin work with one employer, with whom they will remain for their working lives. I do not mean to deny that there may be important economic consequences of the path one chooses, nor that both the opportunity and the willingness to pursue a "typical" life schedule may be correlated with social class, ethnicity, and other variables. My point is that recognition of individual variation in the life-cycle timing of investments is built into social institutions (the educational system and
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work organizations) and ratified by social norms. Such a relatively flexible setting allows those people (generally, women) heavily involved in family commitments to alternate among education, family, and labor-force activities across the life cycle. This type of cultural setting is represented by the contemporary United States.

In contrast, in a society characterized by condensed timing, as structured by the educational system and the labor market, there are a few key points in the life cycle of all individuals when human capital development decisions are critical. Such a setting is characterized by a highly competitive and tracked educational system with strong age barriers, and the actual or ideological predominance of internal labor markets over the external labor market. Severe economic disadvantages accumulate for people who do not succeed in the series of structured "contests" (Turner 1960) at different points on the educational ladder or in the contest on entering the labor market, and these failures cannot be redeemed by further human capital investments by the individual later in the life cycle. This description characterizes a setting such as Japan. A highly educated Japanese woman in her early 40s, interviewed in Tokyo during fieldwork, spontaneously offered the following summary of Japanese life-cycle stages: "It is like a life plan that [we Japanese] have" (Brinton 1986b). The normative significance of this statement can be appreciated if one imagines the extreme unlikelihood of an American's offering to sum up the "life plan" of all Americans.

The second dimension of a human capital development system is the pattern of exchanges and investments that take place in the family, especially between generations. The investments in and preparations for their male and female children that parents are willing to make will influence the extent to which the two sexes are able to compete successfully in educational contests and the contest for entry-level positions in the labor market. In cultural settings where parents (1) are motivated to invest in at least one child for future returns such as old-age support, (2) have resources for investment, and (3) perceive the labor market to be sex discriminatory, they will favor investments in sons over daughters. This describes, in short form, Japan. Obviously, the motivations for investment and the perception of a sex-discriminatory labor market are both dependent on exogenous forces, such as alternative sources of old-age support and the existence and continuance of sex discrimination in employment. Likewise, the availability and use of resources for educational

---

6 See the work of Ben-Porath (1980) and an interesting empirical examination of both intergenerational exchange and cross-sibling exchange in Taiwan by Greenhalgh (1985).
investment require a moderate level of income, the perception that directing this income into educational investments will generate returns of some sort (not necessarily pecuniary), and the availability of private schooling. I argue that the Japanese case fulfills these three conditions to a greater degree than the American case, therefore predisposing Japanese parents to make sharper distinctions between sons and daughters in their allocations of resources. This, then, gives sons an edge in both educational and labor-market-entry competition.

Figure 1 summarizes the overall argument by showing schematically how a social-institutional environment (comprising the two dimensions of the human capital development system) and a normative structure or environment direct the strategic actions of decision makers in the human capital development process, thereby shaping gender stratification in the economy. In stressing the human capital development process, this article attempts to explain not only the conditions under which men and women acquire different amounts of human capital but the conditions under which their human capital is evaluated differently. Figure 1 is intended as a guide to the principal theoretical arguments. Before proceeding with those arguments, I discuss the choice of Japan as a case that contrasts with the United States in gender-stratification patterns.

JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES: CONTRASTS IN GENDER STRATIFICATION

In gender stratification, Japan is an important case. The female labor-force participation rate (48.7% in 1985) is equal to that in other major industrial economies. But Japan is otherwise a persistent outlier among industrial societies, demonstrating a greater male-female wage differential and more pronounced sex segregation across a range of indicators, including employment status and occupation (Brinton 1986b). In a study of occupational sex segregation in 12 industrial nations, Roos (1985) found that Japan exhibits the greatest difference in the average prestige of men’s and women’s jobs (women’s jobs have significantly lower prestige) and the greatest sex difference in the occupational wage rate. (See Roos [1985, pp. 36–37] for explanation of the construction of the occupational wage-rate scale.) Japan also has the most pronounced “double peak” age

---

7 There is not space here to discuss the literature on intergenerational wealth flows (Caldwell 1976) and altruism (Becker 1981; Willis 1982). The implicit approach taken in this paper is that the concept of altruism becomes unnecessary if one takes into account the nonpecuniary returns from investment in children, such as prestige and honor. This theme is being developed in work in progress on the strength of implicit contracts in families and firms in Japan.
pattern of female labor-force participation, with large numbers of women exiting the labor force upon marriage or the birth of the first child and reentering once the last child enters school. Japan is the only industrialized country where never-married women have an occupational wage-rate advantage over married women, which suggests the applicability of a human capital approach that views household and market labor as competing demands for women (Becker 1981).

Two indicators of gender stratification are particularly relevant for my emphasis on human capital investments in the educational system and the workplace: the relative educational attainments of men and women and the relative proportions of each sex that are in high-status/high-income occupations in the business sector. Table 2 indicates that American women achieved on average a higher level of education than men several decades ago. In contrast, rates of high school entrance for Japanese men and women equalized around 1970 (with women’s rate slightly surpassing men’s), but men’s and women’s educational paths diverge sharply after high school. Whereas high school seems to have become the minimum acceptable level of education for both sexes in Japan, significantly more men (38.6%) go on to four-year universities than do women (13.7%). If we add in the junior college level, rates of higher educational attendance for women are only slightly lower than for men (34.5 vs. 40.6). But it is important to recognize that junior college attendance in Japan is almost exclusively a female phenomenon, with many junior colleges concentrating on home economics, fashion design, English or French literature, and
American Journal of Sociology

TABLE 2
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF MEN AND WOMEN IN THE UNITED STATES AND JAPAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median Years of Schooling Completed</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Proportion Entering High School</th>
<th>Proportion Entering Junior College</th>
<th>Proportion Entering University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Because the dropout rate is so low, Japanese educational statistics are customarily reported in terms of the proportions entering each educational level.

other appropriately “feminine” courses of study. Thus, the gender gap in education remains large in Japan.

When we turn to the occupational structure, the proportions of men and women in managerial occupations may be taken as a general indicator of the relative position of men and women in high-status/high-income jobs in the business sector. Further, an examination across cohorts of the proportions of men and women in the labor force who are managers offers a brief assessment of the probability at each age of being in a managerial occupation. As shown in table 3, in the United States 10% of all employed men are classified as managers, compared with 5% of all employed women. In Japan, these figures are 7% and .8%, respectively. In short, American men are about twice as likely to become managers as are American women, whereas Japanese men are about 10 times more likely to become managers than are Japanese women. Some observers have questioned the validity of managerial statistics for the United
# TABLE 3

**Proportion of Employed Persons in Managerial Occupations by Age Group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group:</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th></th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–19</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.0003</td>
<td>.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–24</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–34</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–39</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–44</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–49</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–54</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–59</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance, insurance,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and real estate</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Note.**—Figures for Japan represent people classified as "managers and officials." This category includes government officials, directors of companies and corporations (non-self-employed), and other managers and administrators (self-employed). The largest group is comprised of people in the second subcategory ("directors"). Figures for the United States represent people classified in "executive, administrative, and managerial occupations." For purposes of comparison with Japan, the subcategory "management-related occupations" was deleted.

States, suggesting the possibility of inflated statistics for minorities in industries that have been heavily monitored by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (Smith and Welch 1984). The lower half of table 3 shows data for three specific industries in the United States and Japan, chosen because of their low reporting rates to the EEOC and the probable absence of any upward bias in the managerial rates for women. (Figures show the proportion of each sex in each industry that is employed as managers.) Despite wide variation across industries in the gap

---

8 I appreciate the comments of an anonymous reviewer who brought this point to my attention.
between males and females, in all instances the gap remains narrower for the United States than for Japan.

Table 3 also shows that the proportion of the employed population in the United States that works as managers is quite stable from the 30–34 cohort on, whereas in Japan the probability of being a manager continues to increase until a much later age (50–54). This suggests that seniority and experience are more important as qualifications for management in Japan than in the United States.\(^9\) As I will discuss, the two qualifications entail processes of investment in the Japanese workplace that work against the equal attainment of women.

In sum, women are less apt to attain university education or managerial positions in Japan, outcomes that are the culmination of human capital investment processes involving the individual and the family on the one hand, and the individual and the employer on the other. I turn now to consider the social-institutional context of human capital development in Japan, as contrasted with that in the United States.

THE SOCIAL-INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT OF HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT IN JAPAN: EFFECTS ON THE LIFE-CYCLE TIMING OF HUMAN CAPITAL INVESTMENT DECISIONS

The Structure of the Japanese Educational System: Sponsored Contests

The postwar educational system in Japan is modeled on the 6-3-3 American system, with elementary school taking six years and junior and senior high school each taking three years. Attendance is compulsory only through junior high school, but, as was shown earlier, 93.8% of Japanese youth currently go on to high school (Ministry of Education 1985b). The superficial similarity between the American and Japanese educational systems masks underlying differences that have to do with both the content of education and the way that students are channeled through the system and into the labor market.

The purpose of Japanese education is to equalize the individual's talents across subject areas so that he can pass standardized examinations for successive levels of education. The first entrance examination, or "contest," is for high school; in contrast to the American system, each school district has several high schools, often of varying academic qual-

\(^9\) One could, of course, argue that a changing occupational structure with advanced industrialization might increase the proportions at younger ages that have access to managerial jobs. This would be analogous to arguing for an interpretation that stresses period effects rather than cohort effects; it is impossible to separate out the two in a cross-sectional table such as this one. If such an interpretation were correct, though, one would expect Japan and the United States to exhibit opposite age patterns than they in fact do.
ity, and the students must pass an entrance examination in order to be admitted. Once they are admitted, egalitarian principles predominate in the sense that there is no system of tracking. However, the hierarchy of schools in a district itself represents tracking, with the school as the unit of tracking. The goal is to enter a “good” high school in order to be able to prepare for the next contest, be it the exam for entering a “good” company or the exam to enter a “good” university and later the job market. Rohlen discusses the historical articulation between the educational system and the firm in Japan: “A simple but powerful formula that has dominated Japanese secondary education ever since [the late 19th century] was thus established: the difficulty of a school’s entrance exams is the crucial measure of its students’ talent. Employers chose to let this criterion of school reputation, rather than an individual’s grades or subjects studied, guide their selection of personnel for managerial jobs. Entrance exams thus became the route to success. For the upper and middle classes, it was the practical way to the best jobs, whether the subjects studied ever proved practical or not. The formula has not changed in a hundred years” (1983, pp. 58–59).

In contrast, the American educational system functions to a somewhat greater extent as a job-preparation site, focusing more heavily from early education onward on discovering the individual’s own talents and creative abilities and helping them to blossom.\(^{10}\) Related to the function of education is the presence or absence of age barriers. There is strong social pressure in Japan to complete one’s education “on schedule.” In contrast, general social acceptance and a relative absence of age barriers in the American educational system make it possible for the individual to continue to invest in his human capital even after becoming an adult (Hogan and Mochizuki 1985).

Table 4 demonstrates the rapid drop-off in the proportions of the population in school in Japan after age 22. The rate halves between ages 22 and 23 and then again between 23 and 24, becoming trivial (.8%) in the 25–29 age group. In contrast, the proportions attending school in the United States drop at a much more uniform rate over a wider age span and reach the level at ages 40–44 that exists in Japan at age 24.

This difference in the age structure of education also reflects the greater importance of graduate and professional school education in the United States. A rough indicator of the importance of postsecondary specialized schools other than universities can be obtained by calculating the proportion of the post–high school student population attending these schools

\(^{10}\) This was most clearly seen in the move during the 1960s in the United States toward innovative schools and the publication of such books as Sheldon Leonard’s *Education and Ecstasy*. 
TABLE 4
PROPORTION OF THE POPULATION IN SCHOOL, BY AGE GROUP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>UNITED STATES (%)</th>
<th>JAPAN</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-34</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-39</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


(as opposed to university). For the United States, this ratio is .37, while in Japan it is only .20 (United Nations 1982b). This reflects the fact that, for most Japanese individuals, the timing of skill development coincides with entrance into a work organization immediately after completion of a general educational background.

The Japanese educational system functions to prepare the individual to obtain a credential that will facilitate entrance into an organizational setting (such as marriage or the firm) and the set of human relations embedded in it, whereas the American educational system prepares the individual for a particular role or job without as much reference to the organizational setting in which the role will be carried out. In America, the job itself rather than the organizational setting acts as a motivator. The Japanese educational system prepares individuals to be in a position to enter an organization and be the worthy recipients of more human capital investment from those of higher status, in the form of on-the-job training and grooming for advancement within the organization. Firms themselves conduct “contests” for job applicants in the form of extensive interviewing and testing procedures.\(^\text{11}\)

\(^{11}\) The salience of these tests is evidenced by the shelfful of books in any Japanese bookstore on techniques of job interviewing. The overriding importance of passing school entrance exams as an intermediate stage to “success,” however, is evidenced by the devotion of a much larger section in the typical bookstore to techniques for passing the entrance exams.
Gender

The emphasis on placement in a particular work environment upon graduation from high school or a successive level of schooling (vocational school, junior college, or university) is reflected in finely tuned institutional mechanisms of matching students to jobs, mechanisms that depend on the cooperation of teachers, students, employers, and parents. Job placement, in short, is heavily sponsored. (Although this has been demonstrated in the United States for professional schools, the striking aspect of the Japanese situation is that it occurs across all secondary and tertiary school levels: high school, junior college, vocational school, and university.) Schools stand to gain prestige by placing their good students with reputable firms, prestige both in the community (thereby attracting strong applicants for the entrance examination) and with employers (thereby attracting recruiters for the following year). Parents gain peace of mind seeing their children step into "good" jobs immediately upon graduation. Students gain the advantage of not having to pound the pavement in an extensive and relatively autonomous job search. (American youths have a turnover rate roughly three times that of their Japanese counterparts [Ohashi 1981].)

In summary, in the American system the individual has considerably more opportunity to invest in his own human capital at different points in the life cycle than he does in Japan. The structure of the Japanese educational system means that the individual must win a series of what can be termed sponsored contests. The probability that this will occur is increasingly linked in parents' minds to their sponsorship of children through investment in private education, which we will consider when we turn to the discussion of intrafamilial exchanges. Likewise, sponsorship by individual educators and the school in matching the individual to a job in a company is also institutionalized. These sponsored contests relate to the development of general human capital and are complemented by the institutionalization of the sponsored development of specific human capital in work organizations, or what I term sponsored mobility, especially in the early years of an individual's work career.

Who loses, then, in this structure of successive contests? This question can be approached only by recognizing that employer demands are a principal driving force behind the contests in the educational system. In an organizationally based economy where internal labor markets are strong and much job training occurs in the firm, employers seek employees who will have low turnover rates and who will also blend in well socially with each other. These demands, coupled with strong social norms about marriage and childbearing, which I will discuss shortly, mean that employers tend to reserve the "good" starting jobs for men, men who have been sponsored by parents and educators in their progress
through the series of educational contests.\textsuperscript{12} To see this, we turn now to a
discussion of the Japanese employment system.

The Structure of the Japanese Employment System:
Sponsored Mobility in Internal Labor Markets

Low interfirm mobility, seniority-based wage and promotion systems, and
firm-specific training in Japan combine to make an individual’s first
job crucial in terms of getting on a successful career track (Brinton
1986a). It is now widely acknowledged that the Japanese permanent
employment system, with its three “pillars” (seniority-based wage pay-
ments, enterprise unions, and lifetime employment), became firmly estab-
lished by the second decade of the postwar period and that internal labor
markets are a characteristic feature of the system (Koike 1983; Shimada
1983).\textsuperscript{13} Although the external labor market has loosened somewhat in
recent years, the few existing studies of interfirm mobility, all concerning
male behavior, consistently document a lower frequency of employer
changes in Japan than in the United States, particularly once a person
reaches the late 20s (Cole 1979; Hashimoto and Raisian 1985). In a careful
investigation of employment tenure in Japan and the United States,
Hashimoto and Raisian report that, while employer-employee attach-

\textsuperscript{12} The degree to which sponsorship vs. individual ability and achievement accounts
for success in the Japanese educational system is hotly debated among both Japanese
and American scholars. See, e.g., the contrasting views of Cummings (1980), Rohlten
(1983), and Seiyama and Noguchi (1984). This relates directly to the issue of whether
rates of intergenerational occupational mobility are lower in Japan than in other
industrial countries. In fact, comparative studies of social mobility do not depict Japan
as an outlier (Tominaga 1979; Grusky and Hauser 1984). However, there is no a priori
theoretical reason why high rates of intergenerational mobility and a high degree of
gender stratification cannot exist side by side in the same economy. This can be seen
most clearly if we understand intergenerational mobility to be related to processes of
inheritance/disinheritance between \textit{generations}, whereas gender-stratification pro-
cesses originate in allocation patterns among \textit{siblings}.

\textsuperscript{13} The origins of the permanent-employment system have engendered lively debate
among Japan specialists, which has resulted in the currently prevailing view that its
development can be traced to a combination of labor supply conditions, employers’
conscious reinterpretation of elements of the traditional cultural heritage, and the
state’s support of employer associations toward this end. Cooperation between em-
ployers and the state was particularly critical in the period between World War I and
World War II, when embryonic industrial labor unions were seen as a potentially
serious cause of political turmoil (Crawcour 1978; Fruin 1978). The role of the state in
human capital development is not dealt with explicitly in this article, except in two
points: (1) the endorsement of internal labor markets and (2) the absence of strong
social welfare provisions, such that parents are implicitly encouraged to invest in the
“quality” of their children for old-age security reasons. (The latter point is discussed
later in the paper.)
ment in the United States is not as weak as is popularly portrayed in comparisons with Japan, the typical American male worker nevertheless holds twice as many jobs during his working life as his Japanese counterpart. Nor is job stability in Japan limited to male employees in large firms. From data on firm size and job tenure, Hashimoto and Raisian conclude that “although job tenure is longer in large Japanese firms, it is quite long even in the tiny and small firms. This finding raises doubts about the popular belief that life-time employment is only a large-firm phenomenon” (1985, p. 727).

Low interfirm mobility is coupled with employer investment in employees’ purportedly specific human capital through on-the-job training and rotation among various positions within the work organization. For the employee, these investments translate into career development in the firm and, on average, a steeper wage profile than would obtain were he to leave the firm (Shimada 1981).

The synopsis of human capital development in the firm sketched here corresponds, of course, to the now-stereotypical view of large Japanese work organizations. What is perhaps not so obvious is the extent to which this model of human capital development tends to be accepted as the normative ideal—by the Japanese government, by workers themselves, and by employers of varying size firms. Popular ideology, as well as that of the government, has supported the idea that participation in such a system is a privilege and that interfirm mobility is “a response to defective human relations” (Office of the Prime Minister 1973, p. 27). Despite recent changes in the economy, firms with internal labor markets continue to be the employment ideal for the best and brightest of high school and university graduates. In a 1983 survey conducted by the Nihon Recruit Center, a private Japanese research organization, 61.9% of male university seniors hoped to be employed in a large firm (daikigyo) in the future (Nihon Recruit Center 1983). This was an increase of 10.8% since 1975.

Small- and medium-sized firms in Japan demonstrate human capital development patterns that are strikingly similar to those in large firms in on-the-job training, promotion from within the firm, and little midcareer recruitment from outside the firm. In a survey of 5,200 companies carried out by the Ministry of Labor (1981), 97% of companies employing over 1,000 workers carried out educational training, and 96% carried out periodic job rotation. The figures are lower for smaller firms, but even among firms of 100–299 employees, 81% carried out educational training and 79% carried out job rotation. These statistics complement Hashimoto and Raisian’s findings regarding the tendency for long-term employment in small as well as large Japanese firms.

On-the-job training has been the dominant mode of skill formation in
Japanese industry in the post–World War I period (Koike 1983). The distribution of training among employees is subject to a great deal of discretionary power by Japanese managers, and in this way the system shares some common points with earlier apprenticeship systems. Managers and foremen, as representatives of the company, have considerable leeway in distributing work responsibilities and developing workers’ human capital. Koike remarks on the hierarchical interpersonal relations involved in skill development and the degree of control exercised by foremen: “When the operation of the system is observed in more detail, it is recognized that in practice the system is less egalitarian than it first appears. A young recruit who joins a work group following formal training is usually backed up by the sub-foreman for a period of time—say, several months. Even after that, he is instructed and attended by a senior worker who occupies the next position in the rotation sequence” (1983, p. 43). Koike’s international field observations in manufacturing plants lead him to conclude further that “the foreman in Japanese labor markets is much more involved than his Western counterpart in a worker’s career” (1983, p. 46).

Given this predominant type of human capital development, employers are critical actors. They have resources to invest in skill development and have an incentive to invest in those workers whom they expect to remain with the firm. Employers understand that such employees are more likely to be men than women. Among Japanese employers who state that there are no promotional possibilities for women in their firms (43.7% of all employers [Ministry of Labor 1985]), more than one-third attribute this to the fact that they anticipate a low number of continuous working years for women.

To summarize, the structure of the Japanese employment system compresses the timing of human capital decisions into a relatively short period. Critical job training is delayed until young adulthood, when a person enters the labor market and a specific organizational environment. This coincides with the period of marriage and childbirth for women, a time when they are likely to exit the labor force because of the competing demands of household and market labor. By the time women reenter the labor market in their mid-30s or early 40s, employers’ crucial human capital investment decisions have been carried out, and men of the same age are years ahead in training and promotions. Although this is true in industrial societies in general, the dovetailing of the critical employment-training period and the period of young adulthood family responsibilities

---

14 This illustrates the now-familiar notion of statistical discrimination, whereby an individual with certain ascriptive characteristics (e.g., sex) is judged on the basis of the average attitudes and behaviors of the origin group (Arrow 1973; Phelps 1972).
for women is particularly acute in Japan and is further exacerbated by strong normative pressure regarding age at marriage and childbearing for females (Morgan, Rindfuss, and Parnell 1984). Japan may not be qualitatively unique in the life timing that is encouraged by its institutions, but the institutional articulation between education and work organizations is strong, coherent, and pervasive and leads to very low variance across individuals in the timing of life-cycle transitions.

The Structure of Intrafamilial Implicit Contracts in Japan

We have seen that the structure of the educational system and its function in channeling workers into stable jobs creates a potentially strong role for Japanese parents as sponsors of their children's early human capital development. This is heightened by the strength of Japanese intergenerational ties and exchanges between parents and children across the life cycle, the second dimension of a human capital development system. Research on the Japanese family has repeatedly emphasized the dominance of the parent-child tie (a hierarchical, or vertical, relation) over the tie between spouses (Blood 1967; Vogel 1967; Coleman 1983).

The strength of the intergenerational bond extends into the financial as well as the emotional sphere, with many parents anticipating help in both areas in old age. Retirement benefits from companies typically come in the form of a lump-sum payment. The retirement age is the late 50s in most companies, and a gap of 5–10 years exists between retirement and the age of eligibility for public pensions, which causes many older Japanese to search for alternative employment during these years (Martin 1987). Under conditions of limited public support for the aged, parents have strong incentives to invest in at least one child in order to ensure financial stability in old age. The intergenerational bond across the life cycle is further supported by factors such as high housing costs and inadequate child-care facilities, which make extended-family residence desirable for many families (Morgan and Hirosima 1983).

Japanese parents' expectations about sons and daughters remain quite distinct. Opinion polls demonstrate that Japanese prefer to have a son over a daughter if given a choice.15 Further, among parents who antici-

15 To the question, "If you were only able to have one child during your lifetime, would you want a son or a daughter?" 44.3% of a national random sample of Japanese adults replied that they would want a son, and only 25.5% replied that they would want a daughter (the remaining 31.2% were unsure or did not prefer one to the other. [Office of the Prime Minister 1979]). Strong Japanese sex preferences are even more striking when compared with the weak sex preferences reported in other industrial nations (Office of the Prime Minister 1982a).
pate relying on their children in the future, the majority anticipate financial reliance on a son and emotional reliance on a daughter. When parents with at least one child of each sex are asked whether they hope to live with any of their children in old age, 37.8% state that they hope to live with a son, 7.8% hope to live with a daughter, and the rest anticipate not living with any of their children. Moreover, when asked about financial support, 74.6% of parents report that they hope to receive financial help from a son in old age, but only 6.4% have this expectation from a daughter. This is balanced by parents’ greater expectation of emotional support from daughters (46.3%) than sons (31.1%) in old age (Brinton 1986b).

Sex segregation in parents’ expectations about their children’s future roles is undoubtedly based on “traditional” values to some extent. But these expectations appear to be reinforced by two current trends as well. The first has to do with perceptions of sex discrimination in the labor market, and the second, with an increase in the popular perception that cram schools are a necessary investment to help children pass the school entrance exams. I examine each of these briefly.

First, there is a widespread perception that sex discrimination is commonplace in Japanese labor markets. A 1984 national opinion poll (conducted by the Yomiuri Shimbun) revealed that 79.6% of the Japanese population believes that women are treated “disadvantageously” in hiring decisions, and 83.6% feels that this extends to decisions about job rotation and promotion. Moreover, there is also evidence for popular perception of the low marginal utility of higher education for women entering the job market (Nihon Recruit Center 1984).

Given the incentives to rely on the younger generation for economic and emotional support and the perception that sex discrimination is a social fact, it makes sense for parents to differentiate their investments in sons and daughters. Sons have a greater chance of financial success, and this continues to have practical significance for parents.\(^\text{16}\) This fact, added to the importance of graduation from a prestigious school for entering a large firm, means that it is rational for parents to use their financial and psychological resources to further the education of sons over daughters.

In order to ensure sons’ financial success, it is increasingly believed that resources should be devoted to private education. This is the second current phenomenon that may be leading to greater gender stratification.

\(^{16}\) See Becker and Tomes (1979) and Rosenzweig (1982) for discussions of the relative endowments of children in the same family and effects on the intrafamily distribution of resources; Rosenzweig focuses specifically on gender as an endowment.
in the economy. In the past 20 years, there has been a trend in Japan toward the privatization of educational expenses through private schools and various forms of “extraschool” schooling such as *juku* (private tutorial schools), *yobiko* (examination-preparation schools), and *katei kyoishi* (private tutoring) (Yamamura and Hanley 1975; Rohlen 1977). Household expenditures on extraschool schooling have shown a fourfold increase in recent years, from 4.7% of total household expenditures on education in 1965 to 18.7% in 1982 (Office of the Prime Minister 1983). Approximately 35% of the successful applicants in 1980 to Tokyo University, the pinnacle of Japanese universities, were taking the test for the second time and had sat out a year as *ronin* (literally, masterless samurai) (Rohlen 1983). The great majority of *ronin* are males whose parents support them financially in full-time study for the entrance exam. A popular Japanese expression for studying for the entrance exam is *ninin-sankyaku*, which means three-legged race; this is a poignant reminder that passing the entrance exam is not solely an individual child's endeavor. Rohlen sums up the psychological background of educational decisions in the early adolescent period as follows: “Many important virtues . . . are tied together at a formative period and are motivated largely by a rather selfish individual desire to get ahead (or as many put it, ‘to not fall behind’). Whether the desire is the parents’ or the child’s is never that clear, and this too seems characteristically Japanese. This desire is hardly individualistic in the sense of stemming from individual choice or the uniqueness of personality” (1983, p. 109).

Strong sex segregation in educational aspirations for children supports the hypothesis of parental preference for sons’ higher education over daughters’. As shown in table 5, 73.0% of Japanese mothers would like their sons to go to university, whereas only 27.7% hold this aspiration for their daughters. For a daughter, 28.9% of mothers feel that junior college is the best alternative, and 26.3% feel that high school is sufficient. The data for the United States vary markedly from these results: 68.9% of mothers hold university aspirations for their sons, and 65.8% hold university aspirations for their daughters, which reflects an almost identical belief in the value of university education for the sexes (whatever the purpose of that education may be). In fact, Japan is the only country in the survey that shows a substantial gap between educational aspirations for sons and daughters. Unfortunately, the data set does not include other

---

17 The proliferation of extraschool schooling is evidenced by Japanese government statistics showing that the proportion of Japanese children at the ninth-grade level whose formal education is supplemented by attendance at private tutorial schools has risen to approximately 50% nationwide and to even higher proportions in urban areas (Ministry of Education 1985a).
TABLE 5
MOTHERS' EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS FOR SONS/DAUGHTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>University Graduate School (%)</th>
<th>Junior College (%)</th>
<th>Vocational School (%)</th>
<th>High School (%)</th>
<th>Jr. High School (%)</th>
<th>Other/ Don't Know (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(27.7)</td>
<td>(28.9)</td>
<td>(6.0)</td>
<td>(26.3)</td>
<td>(.2)</td>
<td>(11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(65.8)</td>
<td>(6.0)</td>
<td>(5.0)</td>
<td>(11.3)</td>
<td>(.3)</td>
<td>(11.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(84.5)</td>
<td>(3.4)</td>
<td>(6.6)</td>
<td>(4.0)</td>
<td>(.2)</td>
<td>(1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(30.8)</td>
<td>(29.2)</td>
<td>(11.4)</td>
<td>(4.3)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>(24.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germany</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(14.3)</td>
<td>(15.1)</td>
<td>(23.1)</td>
<td>(21.6)</td>
<td>(25.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(44.1)</td>
<td>(25.7)</td>
<td>(16.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(13.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE.—Office of the Prime Minister, Japan, 1982a.
NOTE.—Table shows respondents' answers to the question, "What level of education would you like your son to receive?" Figures in parentheses indicate the corresponding educational aspirations for daughters.

East Asian countries such as Taiwan and Korea, where preferences for sons' education may also exceed those for daughters. In the present survey, the sex gap in all other countries spans only a few percentage points (to wit, a maximum of 5.3 in West Germany vs. a huge gap of 45.3 in Japan). The divergence in educational aspirations for sons and daughters also proves remarkably robust across other government surveys of the Japanese population.18

To summarize, I have argued that the structure of sponsored contests in the Japanese educational system and labor markets, on the one hand, and the structure of intrafamilial exchange, on the other, constitute a system of human capital development that maintains gender stratification in the economy. I have touched in the discussion on the variety of exogenous mechanisms that affect individual actors' decision making. The picture I have sketched is a complex social-institutional view of the construction of human capital. In addition, the normative environment is

---

18 Surveys with similar questions include Kyoiku ni kansuru yoron chosa (Opinion survey on education [Office of the Prime Minister 1982b]) and Hino-shi fujin ni kansuru ishiki chosa (Hino city opinion survey concerning women [Hino Municipal Office 1985]).
important in two particular ways: (1) the social-institutional system is buttressed by an ideology of human relations that transcends particular institutional settings in Japan (the ideology of hierarchical relations), and (2) norms governing age at marriage and childbirth for women reinforce employers’ use of statistical discrimination in hiring, training, and promotion decisions.

THE NORMATIVE ENVIRONMENT

Norms Governing Human Relations

A wealth of literature in the Nihonjinron (Japanese national character) tradition deals with the sources and characteristics of “uniquely” Japanese interpersonal relations (Yukawa 1967; Nakamura 1968; Nagashima 1973; Kumon 1982; Hamaguchi 1985). The terms used by Nakane Chie (1970) are the most familiar to Western social scientists. According to her analysis, social relations can be thought of as having either a dominant horizontal or vertical structure, with a horizontal structure involving more interactions among status equals and a vertical structure involving a higher concentration of interactions among people unequal in status (thus, the vertical relation). Japanese social relations epitomize the vertical type.

The most penetrating and analytical attempt to chart the historical sources of Japanese social organization and human relations is in Bunmei to shite no Ie Shakai (Ie society as a civilization [Murakami, Kumon, and Sato 1979]), a massive treatise by three of Japan’s leading social scientists. In their view, the ie (generally translated into English as “household” but used by Murakami et al. as a broader analytical construct) is repeated as a form of organization throughout the contemporary Japanese economy, society, and polity.

For our purposes here, the most significant organizational feature of the ie is functional hierarchy, which “aims at collectively fulfilling some

---

19 The book has received several awards in Japan, including the Odaka Prize in 1981 for the best book in sociology. The authors’ principal arguments are summarized in English by Yatsuke Murakami, “Ie Society as a Pattern of Civilization” (1984).

20 The major features of the ie system are (1) “kintructship,” or the tendency to recruit like members into the organization and to socialize them as integral members of the group, (2) the construction of the goal of continuation as a collectivity through time, (3) a structure of roles represented by functional hierarchy, and (4) autonomy of organizations, or a high degree of interdependence among group members. These features have been extended by Murakami to the Japanese management system and other organizational forms in modern Japanese society. To Western eyes, this type of social organization is most closely akin to feudalism and in fact is related to Japan’s feudal heritage.
function by assigning a specific part of this function to each individual stratum within the hierarchy" (Murakami 1984, p. 309). This principle of hierarchical role differentiation involves a web of intense, hierarchical interpersonal relations and iterative exchanges across status lines within an organization. These interactions entail investments by older, high-status group members in younger, lower-status members and corresponding expectations for returns on the investments. These iterated interactions constitute the micro-level processes through which human capital development is encouraged in the larger context of a social institution. In this sense, human capital investment in Japan is inherently other oriented, involving investments in those of lower status and expectations of pecuniary or status returns.

In the discussion of intrafamilial exchange, I illustrated how this logic is played out. But intense personal, hierarchical relations within the Japanese firm are perhaps less obvious and warrant a short description here.

Norms for Hierarchical Relations within the Firm

Many Japanese and Western observers have argued that human relations within the Japanese firm assume no less importance than structural features. A frequently cited Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development publication in 1977 concluded that the uniqueness of the Japanese industrial relations system lay not so much in its allegedly peculiar institutions, such as lifetime employment, seniority wages, and enterprise unionism, as in what was termed the "fourth pillar"—the "social norms within the enterprise" (cited in Shimada 1983, p. 4).

A great deal of socialization occurs in the Japanese work organization in interactions the employee has with superiors as well as colleagues. Age grading within firms promotes solidarity among members of an entering cohort and creates a clear age hierarchy within the firm, with older cohorts responsible for the informal socialization and training of younger ones. Hiring occurs on a ritualized, fixed schedule: there is a designated season for job hunting (autumn) and a designated season for job starting (April, after graduation from school in March). The fresh school graduate thus inevitably enters a firm as a member of an age cohort, a phenomenon that has different implications for men and women. Young men do

---

21 These seasons are preceded by a summer during which many students seriously consider the company they would like to enter and a frenetic early autumn when placement guides listing major Japanese firms are distributed on university campuses. This system is so entrenched and so universal that young Japanese with whom I have spoken expressed surprise that the timing of recruitment into American firms is more flexible—and disbelief that American practices could possibly result in an orderly labor market.
Gender

not doubt that they are embarking on a lifetime of work; many of them will remain with the same company for the duration of their working lives (Cole 1979). Male competition and camaraderie coexist in a kind of symbiotic tension. Japanese men start a new, long chapter in their lives when they enter the working world and a particular organization. In most cases, this is not true for women, who are likely to have several intermittent chapters of outside work in their lives. A statement by a man in his mid-30s illustrates the salience of the workplace for Japanese men: “If a man loses his job or otherwise fails in his work life, his social life crumbles—they are that intimately related. If you correctly understand that, I think you can begin to see the pressures under which Japanese men work. And understanding that helps you to understand the position of Japanese women, too” (Brinton 1986b, p. 148).

Even when women express seriousness about career intentions, their senior colleagues are ill-equipped to train them. As one white-collar worker in his late 20s stated, “There are no senpai [older colleagues or mentors], no models for young female employees and we [men in my age group] don’t feel like we can do a very good job” (Brinton 1986b, p. 149). In regard to the civil service, generally touted as the most gender-blind occupational sphere in Japanese society, Lebra states, “Being a risky investment as a career employee, a woman needs a special ‘guarantor’ responsible for whatever will happen to her” (1981, p. 299). In a system of human capital development based on sponsorship, the scarcity of higher-status others or guarantors willing to socialize and train female workers perpetuates gender stratification in the labor force. This scarcity is likewise reinforced by the predictability with which Japanese women marry at particular ages and thereby assume an additional commitment (marriage is jokingly referred to in Japan as women’s “lifetime employment”).

Norms about Age at Marriage for Women

Over one-half of Japanese women marry “on schedule” (between the ages of 23 and 27), and many Japanese employers feel that they will suffer a

---

22 A survey by the Nihon Recruit Center (1985) reported that young male employees are much more likely to state that they feel they are competing with members of their age cohort within the same firm rather than with men who entered other firms in the same year. The same survey reported that nearly one-half (48.5%) of young male employees want to remain with the same firm until retirement; another 35.9% state that it depends on the situation. Only 15.2% wish to change employers or become self-employed in the future. The sample was evenly divided between employees in manufacturing and nonmanufacturing firms, and 55% of the respondents were employed in large firms (1,000 or more employees).

23 See Atsumi (1979) for a discussion of the role of tsukiai, or informal socializing, in Japanese work life.
loss of return on investments in the human capital of women who will leave the firm at that point. The low variance in age at marriage for Japanese women is shown in figure 2. Very few Japanese females marry before age 20, but by age 27 over three-quarters have married. In contrast, American women marry across a wider age span; over one-quarter have already married by age 20, and marriages continue apace, so that by age 27 the proportion never married is similar to that in Japan. Both American and Japanese men show large variation in age at marriage, with Japanese men marrying later. Although not shown here, when live birth rates specific for age of mother are compared internationally, Japan again exhibits a low-variance pattern, with a sharp peak in the 25–29-year age group (United Nations Demographic Yearbook 1982).

Japanese women are faced with a dilemma, then: they face strong pressures to marry on time yet risk being written off by employers, who will consider them poor risks for investment in human capital through on-the-job training. As long as there is low variation in age at marriage, Japanese employers minimize their risks by using a statistical discrimination rule, judging the timing of marriage (and subsequent quit propensity) by the sex of the job applicant. In this fashion, marriage norms and employer behavior have feedback effects that maintain minimum hiring and promotion opportunities for women and reinforce patterns of gender stratification.

CONCLUSION

I have focused on the identification of the principal social actors responsible for human capital development and the way in which their incentives, information, and resources lead them to make differential investments and evaluations of the human capital of men and women across the life cycle. The article thus argues for basic differences among societies in the

---

24 See Brinton (1986b, chap. 7) for ethnographic data on employers' opinions on investing in female workers.

25 Marini has specified that measurement of social norms requires "(1) information on the acceptability of a behavior within the population of interest and (2) information on the strength of sanctions brought to bear when behavior is unacceptable" (1984, p. 240). I argue that in the absence of direct attitudinal data, demonstration of much lower variance in the timing of a behavior such as marriage in one culture compared with another culture suggests the existence of stronger norms. Ethnographic and survey data on appropriate ages for marriage and childbearing in Japan are discussed in more detail in Brinton (1986b), and comparisons of the variance of age at marriage for American and Japanese women are discussed in McLaughlin and Brinton (1987).

26 Arrow's (1973, 1976) discussion of perceptual equilibrium is relevant to this type of process.
very processes of human capital development and evaluation rather than focusing on the differential amount of human capital of men and women in different societies and the narrowing of that gap. It is in this respect that the theory is embedded in the social context.

I have argued for the usefulness of thinking in terms of human capital development systems that comprise a dimension reflecting the structure and articulation between the educational system and the labor market and a dimension that involves the structure of intrafamilial exchanges. Japan is a case where, in comparison with the United States, the tight articulation between educational institutions and the labor market and the highly structured series of exams for entrance into schools and firms encourage a high degree of sponsorship and investment in young people’s future from those of higher status. There is low variance among Japanese individuals in the life-cycle timing of behaviors that signal adulthood, such as leaving school and entering marriage. Critical human capital
development decisions are condensed into a few years in the individual's educational and work life, when key individuals have a great deal of control over educational and training resources and also play important roles in directing the individual's own goals and decisions. This is reinforced by a pattern of intergenerational ties and exchanges that encourages parents and employers to make rational decisions based on the expectation of future returns to the social unit (family or firm) in pecuniary form or in the form of prestige. In future work, it will be important to look more closely at the types of nonpecuniary returns and how they affect relative investments in men's and women's human capital. With the identification of the critical social actors involved in human capital development, their incentives, and their information and resources, I have argued here that the type of human capital development system represented by Japan encourages the maintenance of different roles for men and women in the economy. I conclude with some comments on possible sources of change and with suggestions for extensions of the model to other contexts.

A systemic model is not necessarily a static one. Indeed, any number of "pressure points" exist in the web of social-institutional and normative structures discussed here. A few examples serve to suggest the dynamic nature of the model. In 1985, the Japanese Diet passed an equal employment opportunity law that encourages employers not to discriminate on the basis of sex at any stage of the recruitment and employment process. As is typical of much Japanese legislation, the law does not stipulate punishments for offenders but is instead intended as "administrative guidance" for behavior. It is not clear yet what the effects of the law will be on women's employment. To the extent that employers begin to invest more heavily in on-the-job training for young women, this could influence marriage patterns, encouraging some women to delay marriage or to combine marriage with strong labor-force attachment. Greater variance in women's patterns of combining marriage and employment could likewise weaken the rationality of employers' use of a statistical discrimination rule against women. Less employer discrimination could also increase educational egalitarianism on the part of the current generation vis-à-vis their sons and daughters. Clearly, labor demand and supply processes are intricately linked in this systemic model of human capital development.

State intervention could also have an effect on the human capital development system by weakening parental reliance on children in old age through increased state participation in pension systems. If the hypotheses in this paper are correct, a decline in parental expectations of financial reliance on children is one element in equalizing educational aspirations for sons and daughters. A host of additional factors besides
state intervention could also bring about changes in the structure of the human capital development system. For instance, certain types of technological change might render firm-specific training less efficient or necessary, making job-relevant training more available in training institutions across the life cycle and increasing women’s degree of control over their own human capital development.

The model I have sketched involves the most basic of society’s institutions—institutions in which individuals in all industrial societies have experience. Moreover, the institutions of family, education, and work are often the focal points of separate theories of gender stratification rather than being united into one theory. The present theoretical framework offers a tool for understanding the ways that gender stratification is reproduced not just in the United States and Japan but in other contexts and across other units of analysis as well. Three possible extensions may be mentioned.

First, national comparisons could be extended to include other Asian societies, such as Taiwan, where family and educational patterns resemble Japan’s but where the structure of the labor market tends toward small, family-run businesses (Hamilton and Biggart 1986), or to northern European nations, which have greater state involvement in welfare policies that reduce the necessity of having many intergenerational exchanges. In short, a number of national cases could be chosen for comparison on the basis of their variation on the dimensions of their human capital development system. In this manner, the predictions of the theory about the strength of gender stratification patterns under different systems of human capital could be tested on the national level.

Second, the concept of a human capital development system that links family, education, and work organizations could be used to analyze both the differential economic success of various ethnic groups in the United States and varying degrees of gender stratification within such groups. For example, if the assertions in this article about sponsored mobility are correct, one could expect that strong patterns of sponsorship within Asian-American groups would economically benefit those groups overall but would at the same time maintain patterns of gender stratification that are stronger than in ethnic groups that exhibit a different set of relations among family, school, and workplace. In effect, different ethnic groups could be using different systems of human capital development that produce different economic outcomes for the group as a whole and varying degrees of gender stratification within the groups.

Finally, other institutions or social actors not dealt with here—such as labor unions or the state—may be important in producing gender-stratification patterns in particular occupations, and the role of these actors could be examined within the framework of human capital devel-
opment. For instance, it is widely recognized that admission to apprenticeship-training programs (one way of developing human capital) often requires the sponsorship of a union member and thus perpetuates male domination in some jobs (Roos and Reskin 1984). An examination of selected occupations with an eye to how human capital is developed in those occupations may provide important information on the mechanisms by which sex segregation is maintained. In such a task, the occupation itself serves as the unit of analysis and the interactions among the family as the supplier of labor, the institutions responsible for occupational training, and the structure of the workplace could be examined.

Further work also should address the role of norms more thoroughly. Here, I introduced normative structures as factors exogenous to a human capital development system. The role of each of the hypothesized normative structures was then elucidated in terms of its effect on the decisions made by the key actors in human capital development and the consequent outcome regarding gender stratification in the economy. It is clear that normative and social-institutional structures are not independent, and questions about their interaction as well as their relative roles in initiating social change remain central to sociological theorizing in gender stratification as well as in many other areas.
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